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ABSTRACT

allocated on the boom:

JUICE (Jupiter Icy Moon Explorer) is an ESA science
mission dedicated to the investigation of the Jupiter
system.

-

SENER is contractor for the delivery of the
Magnetometer boom subsystem. The function of the
Magnetometer Boom Subsystem is to support several
magnetically sensitive instrument sensors far from the
spacecraft in order to allow them to take precise
measurements minimizing the spacecraft disturbance.

MAGOBS – J-MAG outboard sensor
MAGIBS – J-MAG inboard sensor
MAGSCA – J-MAG scalar magnetometer
SCM – RPWI search coil magnetometer
RWI – RPWI Radio Wave Investigation
MAGIBS (J-MAG)

DEPLOYMENT
MECHANISM #3

SCM (RPWI)
RWI (RPWI)

MAGSCA (J-MAG)
MAGOBS (J-MAG)

The paper describes the solution reached for the Mag
Boom in order to comply with the required functions
under severe thermal, magnetic and mechanical
requirements.

MAIN HINGE
HDRM#1

HDRM#2
DEPLOYMENT
MECHANISM #2
HDRM#3

1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1. Stowed Mag boom

JUICE spacecraft will provide a thorough investigation
of the Jupiter system in all its complexity with emphasis
on the three potentially ocean-bearing Galilean satellites,
Ganymede, Europa and Callisto, and their potential
habitability.
The JUICE spacecraft will carry the most powerful
remote sensing, geophysical, and in situ payload
complement ever flown to the outer Solar System. The
payload consists of 10 state-of-the-art instruments plus
one
experiment
that
uses
the
spacecraft
telecommunication
system
with
ground-based
instruments.
The spacecraft is planned for launch in 2022 and is
foreseen to perform a 7.4-year cruise toward Jupiter,
based on several planet gravity assists. The Jupiter orbit
insertion will be performed in October 2029, to start a
tour in the Jupiter system followed by a final Ganymede
500 km circular orbit.
The main design drivers of JUICE mission are the very
harsh radiation in Jupiter environment, the stringent
Electro-Magnetic Compatibility (EMC) requirements to
fulfil the magnetic and electrical fields’ measurement
objectives and the low solar illumination received at
Jupiter.
The Mag boom carries five magnetically sensitive
instrument sensors in order to place them far from the
spacecraft disturbances. The following sensors are

Figure 2. JUICE spacecraft general view with deployed
Mag boom

2. REQUIREMENTS AND DESIGN DRIVERS
In this section, the main requirements and design drivers
of the Mag Boom Subsystem are summarized.

2.1. Operational requirements
The JUICE magnetometer boom (Mag Boom) is
launched stowed on the +Y and +Z panel of the
Spacecraft (S/C) and will be deployed around the Y axis
within the X/Z plane.
Once in orbit, the Mag Boom has to fully deploy the three
segments, being inclined to the +ZS/C axis by 141
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degrees towards the +XS/C direction, by releasing the
HDRM’s in order to locate the five instruments sensors
far from the S/C.
All the harness of the payload (a total of 11 bundles) has
to be routed along the Boom and supported through the
deployment mechanisms.

2.2. Performance requirements
The deployed pointing accuracy of the complete boom
under the specified environmental conditions shall be
less than 0.1 deg.
The mass of the boom shall not exceed 30kg, and shall
have a first resonance frequency higher than 55 Hz in
stowed configuration and higher than 0.1 Hz in deployed
configuration.

S/C panel or the main hinge (far away from the
instruments sensors), they have been thoroughly
characterized and depermed.

3.1. Structural analysis
The structural analysis of the boom was particularly
challenging, due to the big size of the boom, the
demanding mass requirement, the envelope restrictions
affecting the location and size of the harness drums and
HDRMs, together with the input levels specified for the
boom, resulting in very high loads in the interface
between the boom and the S/C.
All the structural components were optimized in terms of
mass and stiffness.

The total length of the boom is 10.6 meters in deployed
configuration. This is fulfilled with a three segment boom
in order to be foldable and fit within the S/C envelope.
The MAG boom shall not contain any hard or soft
magnetic materials, i.e. induction fields lower than
20pT@1cm, magnetic moment lower than 1e-10 Am2.
2.3. Environmental requirements
The launch loads that the Mag Boom shall withstand are
20 g in sine vibration, up to 16.5 grms in random
vibration and a SRS shock level of up to 1500 g.
From the thermal point of view, the Mag Boom will be
exposed to a solar flux density as high as 3.322W/m2
during the Closest Approach (0.643 AU from Sun) or to
solar flux as low as 46W/m2 during the long eclipses that
can last up to 4.8 hours in the Jovian environment.
Due to limited power resource in Jupiter environment,
the MAG-Boom and the sensors have to rely mainly on a
passive thermal control, with conductive and radiative
insulation.
Additionally, due to the presence of high energy
electrons in Jupiter radiation belts, the Mag Boom will be
exposed to Total Ionizing Doses (TID) in the order 1
GRad.

Figure 3. Structural analysis (eigen-frequency at 75Hz)

3.2. Thermal analysis
Thermal analyses required a significant effort during the
design phase, as it was very important to predict not only
the extreme temperatures to which the boom and its
components will be exposed during the Closest Approach
and the Jovian tour, with a very different solar flux, but
also to predict the temperatures at which the boom will
be deployed and will be one important constraint for the
design of the deployment mechanisms and HDRMs.
For this purpose, two different models, one for the
stowed configuration and one for the deployed
configuration were used, as shown in the picture below.

3. DESIGN DESCRIPTION
The volume of the boom in stowed configuration is 3800
x 546 x 430 mm (L x W x H) and once deployed, the total
length is 10.6 meters.
It is basically made of non-magnetic materials, such as
CFRP, Ti6Al4V, various aluminium alloys, bronze
CuBe2,… Some commercial items (mostly separation
nuts, viscous damper and microswitches) contain some
parts made of stainless steel, which could be slightly
magnetic. Although, those elements are located in the
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magnetic requirements in sensors location, the viscous
damper cannot be assembled in the 2nd and 3rd
deployment mechanisms. Therefore the full deployment
is controlled by this unique damper with the help of the
retention system described in the next paragraph.
Secondly, the master hinge deployed angle is 141º while
the 2nd and 3rd deployment mechanisms deployed angle
is 180º. Finally, in order to verify the correct deployment
of the boom, redundant micro switches system is
installed in the master hinge (1st deployment
mechanism).
Figure 4. Mathematical model for the thermal analysis
(stowed and deployed configuration)
Due to the significant importance of the harness
temperature during the boom deployment, the harness
bundle was also considered in the model.
3.3. Boom structure
The Mag boom is composed of three segments: inner
boom assembly, intermediate boom assembly and outer
boom assembly. The three tubes are made of Carbon
Fibre Reinforced Plastic (CFRP) tubes and several
titanium fittings bonded at each end, instrument location
and HDRM location, with the exception of three CFRP
brackets where the most sensitive sensors will be
installed: MAGIBS, MAGOBS and SCM.
The advantages of the CFRP tube structure are the
strength, stiffness, low mass density, low coefficient of
thermal expansion (CTE) and the fact that it is nonmagnetic.

The rest of the deployment mechanisms design is the
same for the three deployment mechanisms.
The motor torque is provided in the three deployment
mechanisms by copper beryllium clock springs and the
movement transmitted from the fixed bracket to the
movable bracket by a shaft and bushings system.
The deployed angle precision is achieved by an end stop
and latching system combination. Besides, this system
allows to withstand the demanding orbital accelerations
without backlash on the mechanisms.
The instrument harness routing along the deployment
mechanism is assembled performing a helical shape. This
minimises the resistive torque of the harness during the
deployment.
Movable
bracket
Shaft and
bushings

Clock springs inside
spring cover

Latches and
end stops

The CFRP tubes are manufactured by filament winding
with wet impregnation. The lay-up design is based on the
heritage of Solar Orbiter, Cluster and Rosetta booms
were a very good performance of the bonded joint was
demonstrated at low temperature. The diameter of the
booms is 80 mm.
These three assemblies are joined together by means of
the three deployment mechanisms and fixed to the S/C
during launch by means of three HDRMs.
The instruments’ sensors are mounted on the third
segment (outer boom), so the distance to S/C is
maximized when the boom is in deployed configuration.

Damper

Microswitches

Fixed brackets

Figure 5. Deployment mechanism (Main hinge)
3.5. Retention system

3.4. Deployment mechanisms
There are three deployment mechanisms that joint
together the CFRP segments described above.
The design of the three deployment mechanisms is
almost the same, with some exceptions between the
master hinge (the one attached to the S/C) and the 2nd and
3rd deployment mechanisms. Firstly, in the master hinge,
a viscous damper is installed in order to control the
deployment speed, and the end-stop torque. Due to

As commented in the previous paragraph, in order to
minimize the magnetic disturbances to the sensors, only
one damper located in the main hinge is used. Then, a
retention system is needed to avoid an uncontrollable
deployment, once the HDRMs are released.
The designed retention mechanism consists of a pulley
system linked by titanium cables, one installed between
the main hinge and the second hinge, synchronizing the
movement of the first and second segments of the boom;
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and another between the second hinge and the third
hinge, synchronizing the movement of the second
(already linked to the first segment) and third segment.

Third hinge pulley
Pulley 4: Fixed to the third tube

Retention cable 2:
Attached to pulley 3 & 4

Retention cable 1:
Attached to pulley 1 & 2
Master hinge pulley
Pulley 1: Fixed to the main hinge
fixed bracket

Second hinge pulleys
Pulley 2: Fixed to the second
tube
Pulley 3: Fixed to the first
tube

Figure 6. Retention system

The HDRM structure is fixed to the S/C panel, and all the
three HDRMs have a very similar design (just small
variations related with the available envelope). The vanes
are flexible in the longitudinal direction of the boom in
order to compensate the differential thermal distortion
between the boom and the S/C panel. The separation nut
is attached to the HDRM bracket. Although it contains
some magnetic materials, the potential disturbance to the
sensors is considered negligible, as it remains in the
HDRM bracket fixed to the S/C panel after release.
The bolt catcher mechanism is responsible of extracting
the bolt from the separation nut once released by means
of a spring made of non-magnetic material. It also
ensures that the bolt is not ejected to the space.
One of the challenges of the design is the long bolt
connecting all the three boom segments. The design of
the bolt catcher and brackets ensure that the bolt is
retracted before the deployment of the boom starts, and
thus avoiding any potential jamming.

One of the challenges of the design is how to avoid large
deflections of a 3.5 meters cable during launch
vibrations. For this purpose, the cable is routed parallel
to the boom axis and it passes through several
intermediate supports bonded to the CFRP tube. The
opening of these supports are big enough to allow the
axial movement of the cable when it is winded around the
pulleys, but still avoiding the first eigen-frequencies of
the cable with a large deflection associated.

Figure 7. Retention system
The cables and pulleys are sized withstand the axial
forces during the deployment and have the required
stiffness to ensure a correct deployment.

Figure 8. Hold-down and release mechanism

4. EARLY VERIFICATION TESTS
3.6. Hold-down and Release mechanisms
The design of the hold-down and release mechanism
(HDRM) is driven by the fact that the three tubes have to
be released simultaneously, by the high specified
interface forces and moments in the interface with the
S/C, and by the magnetic requirements.
Each of the three HDRMs consist of:
-

Structure and contact spheres,
Non-Explosive Actuator (in this case a separation nut
from Eaton) and the release rod,
Bolt catcher mechanism.

First elements to be verified during the development were
the CFRP parts, the behaviour of the retention cable
during vibration, the MLI performance, and the resistant
torque associated to the harness.

4.1. CFRP parts
Same CFRP characteristics (lay-up, thickness,…) and
interfaces with the metallic fittings than the ones already
used in previous projects developed by SENER were
used; however, they had to be tested in order to make sure
they were compatible with the different environmental
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conditions required in JUICE. Apart from that, CFRP
brackets were developed in order to hold the most
sensitive sensors, as the typical approach with metallic
fittings was not acceptable.

For additional information, refer to reference document
1.

Some CRFP tubes with metallic fittings and CFRP
brackets, were exposed to extreme temperatures and
repetitive mechanical loading, simulating the in-orbit
accelerations combined with the Jovian environment.
CFRP parts have been subcontracted to Invent GmbH,
while the qualification tests were performed in KRP
Mechatec.

Figure 10. Mag boom in thermal vacuum chamber
Credit: ESA/IABG
4.4. Resistant torque of the harness

Figure 9. Load test on a CFRP strut at cryogenic
temperatures
Credit: Invent GmbH/KRP Mechatec
4.2. Retention cable characterization
The deflection of the retention cable was tested in first
place in a shaker, supported between both ends and
without intermediate supports. The deflection of the
cable was recorded by a high speed camera which
allowed a later analysis. Also, different preloads were
checked. The measured deflections over 160 mm would
not have been compatible with the presence of the MLI
around the boom, so, it was decided to install
intermediate supports for the cable, as described in the
section above. This new configuration was tested again
and it was verified that the deflection of the cable was
significantly decreased.

Due to the fact that the boom will be deployed being at
the shadow of the S/C, and the temperature along the
boom, including the harness around the hinges will be
very cold, the characterization of the resistant torque of
the harness bundle at different temperatures was
necessary to design the deployment mechanisms with the
adequate motorization margin, but at the same time,
without oversizing the clock springs, as it might lead to
overloading the viscous damper, or to a significant shock
at the end of the deployment.
Each of the three deployment mechanisms will be at
different temperatures, in function of their location in the
S/C in the stowed configuration, but minimum
temperature is -140ºC.
In view of the significant resistant torque of the bundle at
cold temperatures, finally, it was decided to install
heaters to heat up this particular area just before
deployment to guarantee that the harness temperatures is
above 0ºC in the area of the deployment mechanisms.

4.3. MLI performance characterization
In order to validate the thermal predictions and MLI
performance at real scale level (a shorter MLI cylinder
was previously tested in a smaller chamber), a structural
and thermal model (STM) of the outer 3.6 metre long
segment of the MAG boom was tested in the thermal
vacuum test facility 3m – TVA at the IABG test centre in
Ottobrunn, Germany.
Three scenarios were checked, including two cold and
one hot simulating the solar flux by means of infrared
lamps.

Figure 11. Harness torque characterization
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5. QUALIFICATION TESTS
The qualification plan of the Mag Boom has been tailored
to verify all the requirements in a feasible way,
performing some of the tests at subassembly level.
Deployment
mechanisms (*)

CFRP tubes and
brackets

HDRM subsystem

Ambient functional
test

Physical
measurements

Life test

Thermal cycling and
functional test at cold
temperature

Stiffness and proof
load test

Thermal cycling

Shock test

Magnetometer
boom subsystem

Functional test at
cold temperature

Functional test

Physical tests

Static load test

Life test

Electrical tests

Vibration tests (sine
and random)

(*) Different sequence
for the two deployment
mechanism designs

Functional test
(deployment)

Functional test
(deployment and
alignment)

were performed in this mechanism, including
deployment test at ambient temperature, thermal cycling
at pre-operational temperatures of the damper (70ºC/+65ºC), deployment test at operational temperature
of the damper (+20ºC) and life test of the deployment
mechanism which includes 70 deployments.
For the deployments, a dummy inertia which simulates
the inertia of the boom, was fixed to the shaft.
The shock test up to 1500 g SRS was also performed in
the main hinge, as in this one the damper and
microswitches are installed.
5.2. HDRMs qualification
A dedicated MGSE was designed in order to apply the
lateral displacement induced by the difference of the
longitudinal CTE of the Boom w.r.t. the S/C and the
nominal preload of the HDRM (42kN). The MGSE
represents the flight configuration of contact spheres, the
release device and bolt-catcher system.
A thermal cycling was performed between the preoperational extreme temperatures (-138ºC/+80ºC). Then,
the HDRM was activated at operational temperature (115ºC). The shock produced by the activation of the
HDRM was also measured in the S/C I/F.

Figure 12. Test plan
Additionally, some elements, such as the viscous damper
installed in the deployment mechanism or the separation
nut installed in the HDRMs were submitted to lot
acceptance tests, including thermal cycling and
performance at cold temperatures as well.

5.1. Deployment mechanism qualification
As commented above, the design of the three deployment
mechanisms is almost the same, being the main
difference, apart from the fact that only the main hinge
has a viscous damper, that the second and third
deployment mechanism deploy 180º while the first one
only 141º.
Therefore, the motorization margin tests was performed
in the second deployment mechanism, as in this
mechanism all the worst cases are met in terms of
motorization margin measurement. The qualification test
included motorization measurements in ambient
environment, thermal cycling between the extreme preoperational
temperatures
(-140ºC/+100ºC)
and
motorization margin measurement at operational
temperature (-140ºC). This test was performed without
the harness dummy, as the resistive torque was already
individually characterised.

Figure 14. HDRM functional test

Figure 15. HDRM Shock test response S/C I/F
Besides a life test was performed (58 Cycles).
The HDRM was successfully qualified
environment defined for the Mag boom.

On the other hand, as the damper is only installed in the
main hinge, the deployment tests at subassembly level
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in

the

5.3. Vibration test at boom level
The vibration testing included sine and random excitation
apart from the resonance survey for eigen-frequencies
determination.
Due to the big size of the Mag Boom, the 320KN
multishaker for in-plane vibration and the quad shaker for
vertical vibration at ETS facilities were used. They were
big enough to allocate the boom (even when the boom
was protruding at both ends) and powerful enough to
deliver the required inputs for the boom.
The Mag Boom was tested up to 17 g in sine and up to
9.3 grms in random. Before and after each test, a sine
survey was performed to verify that no damage occurred
to the boom.
The first detected eigen-frequency is at 59 Hz, with a
mass participation below 0.2%, and first significant
eigen-frequency appeared at 75 Hz.

-

Validate the dynamic model (considering that the
Helium balloons introduce a significant effect).
Prove the zero-g concept and improve the set-up
together with the Mag boom.
Stablish a stowing procedure than can be used at S/C
level.

A dedicated zero-g device based in helium balloons was
developed to compensate the effect of the gravity. This
method was preferred over some order alternatives
considered, due to its flexibility and the possibility to use
it at S/C level.
The lifting force of the balloons was adjusted for each
boom segment by using load gauges and counterweights.
Additionally, in order to avoid that the air stream from
the conditioning system affected the deployments, it was
switched off.
Due to the size of the balloons (up to 4 meters in
diameter), it is important to avoid/minimize any
interference between the three balloons in the stowed
configuration and first instant of the deployment.

Figure 16. Mag boom vibration X configuration
The modal parameters variation during the vibration test
was within the acceptable limits and the test was carried
out successfully.

Figure 17. Mag boom during deployment
Credit: ESA/ETS

5.4. Functional tests - Boom deployment
The functional test of the Mag Boom consists of a
deployment test of the complete boom.
The following goals are considered for the functional
test:
-

Demonstrate that the boom can be deployed by using
its deployment and retention system.
Measure bending moment at the hinge vs time by
means of strain gauges.
Measure deployed eigenfrequency by means of
strain gauges.
Measure shock level at the S/C interface at the end
of the deployment.
Check the strength of the latching system in
deployed configuration.

Figure 18. Mag boom deployment analysis
A total of five deployments were performed: three before
the vibration test, and additional two after the vibration
test, one of them activating the separation nuts. All of the
five deployments were successfully performed.

6. LESSONS LEARNT AND CONCLUSIONS
SENER had a previous wide heritage with these kind of
deployable booms for magnetometers; however, the size
of this boom, together with the outstanding
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environmental conditions required for this mission, i.e.,
magnetic cleanliness, thermal conditions, radiation, etc.
and mass requirements (considering that the harness and
the payload is over 13 kg) required to revisit all the
technologies involved, in order to meet all these
requirements in the boom structure, deployment
mechanisms, HDRMs, etc.
All the materials and elements, such us the viscous
damper, separation nuts, microswitches, MLI,.. were
characterized in an early phase, in order to minimise the
risk of having not acceptable magnetic cleanliness in the
proximity of the sensors. Magnetic contamination during
the machining of the metallic parts was a source of
concern as well, given the very sensitive sensors on board
the boom.
The qualification tests at deployment mechanism or
HDRM level needed thermal chambers capable of
reaching very low temperatures, requiring to find
external test facilities with such capabilities and to
prepare a test set-up compatible with such temperatures.
Finally, it has to be highlighted that the size of the boom
(10.6 meters in deployed configuration) requires very
careful handling, complex MGSEs for transport,
deployment, etc, and big test facilities (shaker, thermal
vacuum chambers,…) as the ones used for satellites to
perform any kind of test, being this a very relevant input
to prepare a proposal of this kind of subsystems.
The boom has been submitted to an exhaustive
qualification campaign that has confirmed the validity of
the design to fulfil the mission requirements.

7. ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
AU
CFRP
EQM
I/F
Mag
HDRM
MLI
PFM
S/C
STM
TID

Astronomical Units
Carbon Fibre Reinforced Plastic
Engineering Qualification Model
Interface
Magnetometer
Hold-Down and Release Mechanism
Multi-Layer isolation
Proto-Flight Model
Spacecraft
Structural and Thermal Model
Total Ionizing Dose
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